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ABSTRACT
. The gross reproduction ralio of Puerto R ico has remained unchanged at a level of 2.5 from J8QQ to 1940.
This hiLs resulted from a decline.of marital fertilit y of about 25 per cent, balanced by an increased' (requen'cy
of tbe married stale ..Tbe decline of marital fertilily bas been grealer in urban than in rural areas. Many
Puerto Ricans are aware 'of popUlation pressure. in tbeir island, and for Lbe last twelve years a number of
governmentally or privately sponsored contraceptive services bave been in operatio.n . Voluntary steriliution
is also widely practiced .

Puerto Rico was cliscovered by Chris
topher Columbus in 1493. Four hundred
years later, after Spain had ceded the isiand
to the United States, a census conducted by
the War Department reported 953,000 in
habitants.
During the following four decades the
population almost doubled. The average anTABLE 1
POPULATlO:-; OF PUERTO RICO AND
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nual rate of increase in each intercens..1.l pe
riod has been larger than in the preceding
one (Table I). The vital statistics of Puerto
Rico have been competently analyzed by
Jose L. Janer.' The crude birth rate, as
recorded, rose from 30.5 per 1,000 in 1899
1910 to 38.9 in 1930'-40, a highly improbable
development. By studying popUlation in
crease from census to census, migration, and
'''Population Growth in Puerto · Rico and Its
Relation to Time . Changes in Vital Statistics,"
. HUm4n BUllog)" XVll (1945) , 267-313 .
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mortality, Janer has been able to demon
strate that the birth rate of Puerto Rico has
remained virtually unchanged during the
period of administration by the United
Sta'tes at a level of about 40 per 1,000. The
percentage of births registered increased
from 75.2 in the intercensal period 1899'"
1910, through 90.5 and 94.3 in the following
decades, to 98.2 in 1930'-40. This last figure
would indicate a completeness of birth regis
tration attained only in the more advanced
sections of the continental United States.
Three premises must be fulfilled if Janer's
estimated number of births for 1930'-40 is to
be accepted as correct: The census of 1940
must be as complete as that of 1930, there
must be -no unrecorded ' emigration, and
death registration must be virtually co~
plete. No evidence has been presented to
suggest that the population of Puerto Rico
was less thoroughly enumerated in 1940
than in 1930, and migration to and from an
island is obviously easily supervised. With
reference to the thir.d premise, Janer is quite
emphatic : "'Vhoever is familiar with the
customs and religious beliefs of the vast ma
jority of our population, as well as with the
accessibility of cemeteries, will have no clif
ficulty in understanding the relative ac
curacy of death registration in our island
even prior to the enforcement of the law of
1931." Others familiar with local conditions
seem to share his opinion and insist that
people would not dare to bury anyone with
out a permit.
From Janer's estimated numbers of
births and his life-tables it is possible, sub
stituting age-specific fertility rates availa.ble
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cities; 1.3 in the smaller cities, 1.4 in th~
rural towns, and 2.0 in the remaining rural
territory~where two-thirds of the Puerto
Rican people live. This estimate makes no
allowance for urban-rural differentials eiih~
. in mortality or in undere.ililmeration of chil
dren. Little is kriown about tbese things, but
it is believed that. mortality is higher in the
cities and underenumeration of children
higher in the country and· that the apparent
TABLE 2
differential· in net reproductjon ratios is,
GROSS AND NET REPRODUCTION RATIO
therelore, s.omewhat understated.
PUERTO RICO, 1B9~1940
.
The gross reproduction. ratio in .· the
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the five years preceding the census . of 1940
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must have been about 3.0 llnd even more in
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certain sections· of the island.
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1899, we find lertility ratios as shown ·in
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Tablc 4. For Puerto Rico as a. whole the
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number ol children under 5 years of age per

lor later yea·rs, to compute a series of gross
arid net reproduction ratios for the period
· from .899 to 1940 (Table 2) ; The gross re
production ratio, like the crude birth rate,
remains unchanged, whereas the net repro
duction ratio showsa steady and accelerated
increase. This increase ·is, of course, due to
the decline ol mortality and a vigorous pub-..
lic health program~

:TABLE 3
Differential reproduction by residence
and color can be most conveniently studicd CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS OF AGE PER ',000
WOMEN, AGED 15-49, BY RES1DENCE AND' .
· in terms of what has becn called the "fer
COLOR, P UERTO RICO, 1940
.
tility ratio," that is, the number ol children
under 5 ycars ol age per 1,000 women aged
Col
from 15 to 49. Such data are presented in
Wbite
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ored
Table 3: A veryregular and farriiliar pattern .
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is appaTent. The lertility ratio is lowest in City of San Juan . . . . . .. .. .. 352
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the cityol San Juan (population, 169,000 in Cities. 10;000-100.000 .. _.. 395
Cities.
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549
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1940) and reaches its·ma.ximum in thc ~trict
Rural territory . ...... . .. '. 1 693
818
719
Iy rural areas·whcrc it is just twice as high as
Rural towns ... ; . . . . . .. .. . .....
507
rural terrltory . . . . .. ...•. .
731
in the capital. In all classes of. communities . Other
.
I---'- - _. ~
the rlltio . is higher for the c.olored than for
Puerto Rico ..... , . .
588
668
606
the white population, the difference being
largest in the smaUer cities. It should be
noted that colored people in Puerto Rico; as . 1,000 women agecil5-49 was a little higher
·in the United Sta·tes,. are more heavily con than in 1940, but the diff~rence is not large
centrated in the lower socioeconomic classes. . enough to be in serio~s conflict with the pic.
From the nu~betol children 0-4 years ture ol almost unchanged fertility. The fer
old per 1,000 women aged 15-49 the net re tility ratios lor the two largest cities, San
esti Juan and Ponce (population, J2,000 and
production ratio of the per.iod can
mated. Under the conditions of mortality 28,~ in 1899); are identiCal and surp~
prevlllling from 1935 to 1940 a lertility ratio ingly low, even if the higher infant mortality
ol 378 was necessary for replacement. Al· of the period is taken into account. WM,t is
low-ing lor 5 per cent underenumeration of more, in both cities the ratios are higher for
)'oung children, the net reproduction ratio the white than for the colored pcpulation.
for the total, population was appr()ximately The census ol 1899 includes no tabulations
1.0 in San Juan , L l in ·the other larger by sex and age for the ,tota1 urban and rural
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territory of Puerto Rico or for smaller towns
individually. As, however, the population of
the barrios (other rural territory) was such a
large part of the ."remainder of the Island,"
it is possible to make a reasonably close esti
mate for this group. The resulting figure,
730, is about the same as was found in· the
corresponding territory in 1940. The esti
mate for the "other cities and towns" is less
reliable.
TABLE 4
can.DREN UNDER 5 YEARS OF AGE PER ',000
W'OME:N, AGED 15-49, BY RESIDENCE A.."ID
COLOR,PUERTO RICO, '899
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City of San Juan . . .. .
355
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Oth.e r cities and lownl. . . . ..
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333
321
68.

343
344
660
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-----

Puerto Rico .. .. . .

630

643
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in consensual union-was 1,377 in 1899, fell
to 1,233 in 1910, to 1,1l9 in 1920, to 1,042 in
1930, and was 1,040 ten years later. This
series indicates a drop in marital fertility of
25 per cent over forty years, especially if the
improved mortality of infants and . young
children is taken into consideration. Table 5,
the making of which required some heroic
estimation, suggests that the decline was'
greatest in S:),n Juan and smallest in the
strictly rural territory. At the same time
there was a considerable increase of the
urban portion among the total population.
The low fertility ratios in San Juan and
Ponce in 18g9 and the "reversed'; relation
ship between the ratios for the white and
colored population are likewise.explained by
the peculiarities of the two cities with regard
to marital status. In San Juan oruY34.2 per
cent of all women aged 15-49 were married
and in Ponce 34.0 ' per cent. This i'ncludes
women living in consensual union. The pro-
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TABLE 5
• Estlmale.

CHILDRE!-I UNDER 5 YEARS OF AGE PER ',000
LEGALLY OR CONSENSU.\LLY ~{ARRIED WOM
E:-I, AGED '5-49, BY RESIDE~CE, PUERTO
RICO, ,899 AND '940

All this makes a pretty little mystery!
A high and unchanging gross reproduction
ratio for the total population combined with
a large urban-rural differential, apparently
Per
Ceot
existing over a period of forty years, seems
Reaideoce
104 0
of De
inCompatible with all our ideas on the dif
cline
fusion of cultural patterns. The mystery is
--------'I-~---City
of
San
Juan..
...
..
.
J ,002
705
30
. immediately resolved when we begin to City of Ponce.. . . . . . . . . . . 1,0]0
786
2,1
think in terms of marital fertility. The per Remainder of island.. .. .. ',399 ',059 2l
Other cities and town!.. 1,.00"1 849
23'
centage of married women-including those
Other rural territory.
] ,450-1~ ~
livillg in consensual union-among the
female population 15-49 years old increased
Puc.rto Rico .......... . ' . 377 ' ',040
25
I
from 46.1 in 1899 to 54.4 in 1910, to 56.4 in
1910 and to 56.8 in 1930, and reached 58.3
• Eltimate.
when. the census was taken in 1940. This
increase seems to have been brought about portion married was much higher for white
by a reduction of the permanently single and (38.6 and 37 .6 per cent) than for colored
by earlier marriages among those who mar women (30.8 and 30.1 per cent) . It is worth
ried. Even in 1940, however, the proportion noting that in 1899 about two-fifths (38 and
married was lower, age group for age group, 43 per cent) of the colored women of repro
than in southern United States. In Puerto ductive age in San Juan and Ponce were
Rico as a whole the number of children gainfully employed in domestic and personal
under 5 yean; of age per 1,000 married . service. Apparently, there was a large group
. women aged 15-4g---including those living of unmarrie,d servant girls, of rural origin
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and mostly CQ)ored, who lived in the house 1,000,000 of PuertoRico~s 2,176,000 acres
holds of their employers~ When they be are considered suitable for cultivation, and
came pregnant, as undoubtedly happened. the number of i,nhabitanls per ~e·is8Jittle
from time to time, they were probably sent over 2. This is about the same as in Java and .
back to their own homes; and if they re Korea and is exceeded only in Egypt and
tl1l1led to work in the city, the child was FoYmosa with 3, and in Japan with 5, per
left-and later enumerated-with the sons per acre oiarable land. Japan is, of
grandparents· in the- country. .
course, much more highly industrialized 8.!ld
It bas been shown that the gross repro urbanized than Puerto Rico and the other.
duction ratio bas remained virtually ' un · countries in. the series. In terms of per capita
changed in Puerto Rico during the first four iricome, our poorest state, Mississippi, is
decades of the twentieth century due to a · about twice'as wealthy as Puerto Rico.
combination of slowly decreasing marital
That the population problem lies .at the
fertility wi-th increasing frequency of . the root of many of the isiand's difficulties has
married state. The crude .birth rate recorded · .been recogn.ized for a long time.' 'Community
for the period 194.1-45 was 40.S 'per 1,000. leaders in Puerto Rico are.intensely aware of
The past few years were prosperous ODes for it. Most I)f .them recognize that the question
the island, and it seems likely that a crop of is Ii complex ODe and that DQ siJDple solution.
war babies masks what may be already a . can be expected. It is generally. felt that .
trend toward lower reproduction ratios'. It equilibrium between res01,lIces ~d popula
is not possible to verify this hyPothesis at tion can be attained only by an energetic
the present time. The annual rate Q! mar and well-balanced program which includes
riages per 1;000 of the. population has been. · improvement of agricultural methods,re
high during the past years,· but this means settlement, industriali2l8.tion, emigration,
less than it would elsewhere, because. the education, and birth control. The impor
same factors which would tend to stimulate tance of the population problem for. the
marriage would also encourag.e the .legaliza island was high-lighted by a public. forum,
tion of consensuall:lnions long ' in existence. sponsoredby·t,he Puerto Rico Public.Health
One such factor .would be the large ' s'ums Association andh.eld at the School of Tropi
paid as family allowances to the dependents cal :Medicine in San Juan in JUly, 1946.
of Puerto Riq.n sery.icemen. Puring the 'Public interest was aroused by the discus
fiscal year 1'944-'45 ' sucb allow&JClces sion of 'various aspects of the' population
amounted to $,3<),006,000.
problem and possible solutions. The Office of .
Whereas the birth rate has remained at .Iniormation of the Insular Government has
its previous level, the crude death rate has released an abstract of the forum on records,
dropped from 18.4 to 14.0 pcrl,ooO doring for use on the radio or ill public meetings,
the fast five years. The population . of the with an introduction by the president of the
island is now increasing .a t an annual rate of Senate, Luis'Munoz Marin, by tar the most
2.2 per cent (i941-45) and is rapidly ap puissant political figure in Puerto Rico. ' To
proaching 2,'2 00,000. With over ' 600· in- . carry on the work of the fomID and .to pro
habitants per square mile, Puerto Rico has mote public discussion of. the population
become one of the most densely populated prQblem, the Asociaci6D de Estudios Pobla
areas in the world. Among countries with a
• For referen€<' ~e Frederick P. Bartlett, "Popu
population o(morethan 1,000,060 it is sur latioo ."and Resources in Puerto 'Rico," PuulQ Rico
passed only by highly industria.lized Eng J~~n4l of PubliC Hwllh .and TrofkaJ· M<iJ~,",
land, Belgium. and the Netherlands and by XIX ('94J), 9""34
the.island of Java. A more meaningful com
. 'A prin.ted summary has also been prepared by
parison can be made in terms of perSons per the Puerto Rico ·Office of Information : El ProW
acre of ar\\ble land. Because of the mo\in~ PlJb~;onal de P1#:rl<> Rico. San Juan, P.R.: Oticina
tainous character of toe island, only about de lnformaci6n de Puerto RiCo, Ip46.
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donales was founded in San Juan in Oc the mainland, Miss Gladys Gaylord, execu
tober, 1946.
tive secretary of the Cleveland Maternal
Earlier in this paper it has been shown Health Association. Miss Gaylord, a woman
that large and increasing differentials in of great energy, was able to prevail up
marital fertility have e~isted in Puerto Rico on leading functionaries of the Puerto
for several decades. It is known that coo Rico Emergency Relief AdmiuistratioD
traceptive materials, especially condoms, (P.R.E.R.A.) to include a contraceptive
have been imported and sold for a long program in the scope of their activities.
time. Their use has, however, spread only This program was initiated by the establish
slowly beyond the ranI.:.s of the more pros ment of a pilot clinic at the School of Tropi
perous and the better educated. Organized cal Medicine in San Juan. This clinic was
efforts to promote birth control among .the placed under the direction of Dr. Jo~ S.
masses are a comparatively new develop Belaval, a bighly respected obstetrician and
ment in Puerto Rico.
the inost vocal advocate of birth control
The history of contraceptive services in. among the physicians of Puerto Rico. The
Puerto Rico makes interesting reading. The results obtained at the pilot cliriic were con
present author is· fortunate in having at his sidered so encouraging that after six months
disposal an unpublished manuscript by Mrs. the P .R.E.R .A. decided to launch an island~
Carmen Rivera de· Alvarado, who has been wide program as a part of its social services.
identified with the· movement for more than Two capable and enthusiastic women were
ten years. Most of this report is based upon put in charge: candida Campos de Cordova
her paper, supplemented by information col and Carmen Rivera de Alvarado. Soon a
lected during a recent visit to the island. network of fifty-three clinics, ' manned by
The earliest Puerto Rican organization physicians, nurses, and social workers, was
devoted to the idea· of birth control was a established. This project lasted from De
Liga para el Control de la Natalidad, cember, 1935, to the middle of the following
founded in 1925 in Ponce. This group, under year. Then came a severe setback. The
the leadership of Dr. Jose A. Lanauze P.R.E.R.A. was discontinued on june 30;
Rolon, did not operate a clinic but devoted 1936, and its staff disbanded. One month
itself to education and propaganda, Vigorous late'r the Puerto Rico Reconstruction ad
opposition on the part of the Cathol.ic ministration (P.R.R.A.) appearl'd upon the
church· was immediately encountered, and scene to take up where the P .R.E.R.A. had
the organization soon ceased to function. left off. The P.R.R .A.appropriated S225,ooo
Seven years later the first contraceptive for ' purposes of maternal health, and the
clinic was launched by the Birth Control , service was again organized. At this junc
LeagUe of Puerto Rico. This organization ture, stiff opposition developed in Catholic
had been founded by a group of public circles which had political repercussions in
spirited citizens in Sal) Juan; including a the United States, and shortly before the
prominent lawyer and his 'h'ife, Mr. and national elections the maternal health serv
Mrs. Carlos J. Torres, who have played a ices of the P.R.R.A . were abruptly stopped.
After it had become apparent that the
leading role in ,the· movement to the present
day. The clinic was under the direction of a federal agencies had permanently with
physician and a registered nurse; but; unfor drawn from birth-control work in Puerto
tunately, no record of its activities has been Rico, the initiative passed once more into
preserved. In the same year (1932) a clinic private hands. In December, 1936, the
was also opened in l\1ayagtiez. Botb under Asociaci6n Pro Salud Maternal e Infantil de
takings were short·lived. Public opinion was Puerto Rico was founded in. San Juan with
apparently not yet willing to accept birth the courageous Mrs. Torres as president and·
Mrs~ Alvarado as executive secretary. Dr.
control.
In 1935, Puerto Rico had a visitor from Bela val was-and still is-the leading medi
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cal member of t,bis organization. Supported by Judge Cooper;s deci~on, the th~ cOm
by privat<! contributions from phile.nthro
missioner ·of health, Dr·. Eduardo Garrido
pists in the United States as well as in Puer MoraieS, proceeded to establish a contl'8cep
to Rico, the Asociacion went t.o work. From · tive service within · the· framework of the
early 1937 to June, 1939, more than 5,000 Health Depllrtme.nt. Th~ executive : secre-.
women were advised in twenty-three dinics . · tary·of the Asociaci6n Pro S;\Jud Maternal e
. Valuable research work has been undertaken InJ/lntil, Mrs. Alvarado, and several nurses
in connection with these services.' In 1940, of that organization were tranSferred to the
after the Insular Health Department had Department of Health, and clinics were·
undertaken its own program oJ maternal. eventually organized in all puhlic health
health, the activities of the Asociaci6n could units and rural subunits of the island. In
be curtailed, and at present' it maintains 1946 the number of such clinics was one
only. a single clinic in San Juan under the hundred and sixty-one. The medical direc- .
personal dire·ction of Dr. Belaval.
tion of this program has been~nd is-in
Nter several upsuccessful attempts the the able hands of Dr. Bel:wal. During the
legislature of Puerto Rico in 193.7 passed a. war years the pre maternal health service, as
bill expressly legalizing the teaching and· it has come to be called in Puerto Rico,had
practice of contracep,tioR under certain con
to contend with great difficulties. The sub
ditions. Law 136 empowered the· Commis
marine blockade £ro.m time to time inter
sioner o!Health to establish contraceptive rupted the supply of contraceptive . ni&~
clinics in public health units and hospitals rial,s;and on other occasions transportation
and to license physicians and nurSes for such tie-ups within the island had the same effect.
services, the latter only when working under Unsympathetic administrative . practices
tl:Je direction of.a doctor. The law enumer
added to the discouragement. The specially
ated the reasons for which instruction in. trained and enth·usiastic . nurses inherited
contraceptive methods· could be given, in, from the Asociaci6n were relieved, and the
eluding not only a long list of medical indica- . work was assignlld to the general public
tions but also "economic poverty and bad health nurses in addition to their other nu
social conditions." Opponents of birth con
merous duties. Physicians asa rule were not
trol held that the new law was :in conflict interested in birth control and tended t6leave
with fed~rallegislation . Because t)lis accusa" . it entirely in the hands of their assistants.
tion interfered with· the· opening of clinics by Personnel shortages resulted in a severe cur
. the Health Department, the Asociaci6n Pro tailment of all [ollow-up activities. Never
Salud Matermil e Infantilasked for a test theless, the program continued. Since the
case in the courts, and the president, Mrs:. · inauguration of the service in 1939 almost
Torres, insisted that she he indicted. Jupge 50,000 women have passed through the coo
traceptive clinics of' the Health Depart
Robert A. Cooper on January i9, 19J9, up
held Law IJ6 with the exception of that sec-. ment, about 10 per cent of the adult feJDale
tion. which recogniZed the economic and so
population . In 1945 the number of patients
was 14,120, including 3,76% new admissions.
cial indication. The legal standing of con
traception in Puerta Rico · has thus heen but the tUrnover of patients was heavY and .
limited to those cases v.here it rs iustified by . the average case load throughout the year
reasons of health. J"he medical .profession, probably less than 7,$00. Among contracep
however, . has . uniYersally and consistently. tive materials dispensed in 1945, condoms
interpreted the law ina most liberallDAlnner . . occupied the leading position with forty
. Nttr ~he Jegal situation had been clarified thousand dozens. SOIne two thousand tubes
of Cooper Crhne and seven hundred dia
• Gilbert W. Beebe and Jo~ S. BeJaval, "Fer
tility and Contraception in Puerto Rlco,"· Pt4Q"/o phragms were issued, while Sponge and foam
powders were prescribed in 345 cases. Only
Journal of Public H~/h.
TropiiaJ Medicine,
5H pregnancies of clinic patients were re
.: l0'In (1942), -3-52.
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ported dlUing the year, but many more
probably ocCurred among the 3,613 women
who failed to return to tbe CliniCS and were
not contacted a~.
No discussion of the population problem
in Puerto Rico would be complete without
mentioning voluntary steriliz,ation. According to the testimony of competent obserVers,
the possibility of avoiding further parent
hood by an operation is more wid~ly known
among the Puerto Rican people than are .
more orthodox methQds of contraception.
Furthermore, more women seem tei be will
ing to su bmit to the operation than are
ready or able to practice birth control with
any degree of regularity. During the past
few years a Jarge number of women have
. been sterilized in public and private hospi
tals, ostensibly for health reasons. The oper
ation is usually performed twenty-four to
forty-eight hours after delivery and does not
prolong the period of hospitalization. In
most cases the mothers have been multip
arous. In each instance the woman and her
0

o

hus~d are required to give their COIll!eIlt in
writing. Statistics on the subject are scanty.
In a group of seven hospitals-five public
and two private, located in different parts
of Puerto RicO-about 1,200 sterilizations
were performed annually during the last
three years. The tOtal number for the whole
island may be considerably larger. Very few
men have been sterilized so far because of an
unfounded but widely spread fear of an
unsexing effect of the operation.
The present author is not enthusiastic
about this development. He likes the people
of Puerto Ricci, and he is unhappy about the
apathy and frustration he senses behind the
preference for "planned sterility." He ad 
mits, however, that the low level of general
education prevailing in many parts of the
island and the desperately poor living condi
tions may make voluntary sterilization a
necessary weapon in the struggle against
excessive population growth.
BALTDlOU;

